Abstract
Introduction

26
In the photovoltaic (PV) domain most of the literature deals with the improvement 27 of the electrical efficiency, by acting on some physico-chemical parameters. However, 28 it is also important to address the material stiffness and the fracture behavior of the 29 silicon wafers, since i) many silicon wafers break during the manufacturing process • C (Brede, 1993; Hull, 1999) . Above this transition temperature,
43
Si can undergo large plastic deformation due to dislocation movements, as discussed 44 by Alexander and Haasen (1969) .
45
Many investigations were carried out to characterize the stiffness of mono-crystalline 46 silicon. Due to the cubic symmetry of the atom arrangements in the crystal lattice, the 47 material owns only three independent parameters in the elastic stiffness tensor (Hull, analytical calculation over a representative volume element and gave E=162.5 GPa; 58 ν=0.223 which were used for PV grade multi-crystalline silicon. However, these re-
59
sults should be used with caution for our application because the typical grain size is in 60 centimeter range, which has almost the same order of magnitude as the specimen's di-61 mension. Furthermore, if a specific texture exists, the characterization should account 62 for the loading direction (bending axis here).
63
The silicon is brittle at room temperature. In the literature, most of the attention was 
82
Bending tests on flexible PV modules with initial cracks in silicon cells have also been 83 performed in . In that case, the role of fracture on the electric re-84 sponse was for the very first time monitored using the electroluminescence technique 85 during the deformation process (for both monotonic and cyclic loading). Kaule of plates at room temperature. 4-point bending tests were used for the overall study.
102
Concerning the rigidity, we applied the beam theory to calculate the Young's modulus.
103
A Finite Element (FE) model was carried out in order to analyze experimental data -
104
with a correction procedure -and assess the overall rigidity with numerical simulations.
105
Regarding the fracture behavior, high speed imaging technique and fractography were 106 used to explore the fracture modes and sources.
107
The first part of the paper presents in details our samples, their fabrication and the 108 induced micro-structures. A second part is dedicated to the experimental set up and 109 presents the methods for the rigidity characterization and the fracture investigations.
110
In the third part, the FE model is presented along with a correction strategy to better 111 identify the Young's modulus from bending experiments. The fourth part presents the 112 main results, followed by a discussion on the results and then the conclusion. As mentioned in the introduction, the specimens come from two kinds of manufac-
116
turing processes, MCSi and RST (detailled in section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2). Both kinds of 117 plates are laser cut from silicon wafers to obtain the square shape of size 50×50mm 2 .
118
The RST plates are thinner (90µm thick) than the MCSi plates (170µm thick).
119
The following paragraphs detail the two different manufacturing processes and the 120 induced micro-structures. The MCSi manufacturing process is based on the solidification of melt silicon into 123 ingot cast. As presented in Fig. 1 , the crystal growth is controlled in a heated furnace 124 where inert gas (argon) is injected in the crucible to guarantee an oxygen-free envi-125 ronment. After solidification, the ingot can be removed out of the furnace through the 126 bottom opening. The ingot is then sawed into circular slices over the desired thickness.
127
Wire sawing ensures good flatness and low roughness to the wafer. The latter is finally 128 laser cut to get the final plate shape and size.
129
The characteristic grain shapes are presented in Fig. 2 RST manufacturing process aims to produce thinner silicon wafers in order to re- 
4.
148
Due to the drawing effect, the grains have a predominant dimension in the drawing 149 direction (often length greater than 50mm, width lower than 6mm, see For mono-crystalline silicon, due to the cubic symmetry of the crystal lattice, the 172 stiffness tensor owns only 3 independent components C 11 , C 12 , and C 44 in the crystallo- accurate in the literature were reported by Hall (1967) , as recalled below: 
A standard (100) silicon wafer owns three axes at [ parameters like repetition rate and pulse width.
217
With respect to the manufacturing processes of our silicon wafers, the potential 218 defects would be the micro-cracks present at the near surface due to wire-sawing (for
219
MCSi plates), the inclusions generated in the bulk during the solidification (for both 220 kinds), and the laser cutting induced defects at the edges (for both kinds). In addition,
221
it should be noted that the RST plates locally undergo important variations of thickness,
222
that may also induce local over-stress during loading. 
245
The tests were performed at constant punch velocity with a LLOYD-Ametek LF- external force sensor with a capacity of 10N measured the reaction force on the punch.
250
Thus, a force-deflection (P ; δ) curve could be drawn after each test. The expressions for the maximum tensile strain and stress in function of the load 252 force, the deflection, the plate dimensions and contact spans were given by Bruneau
251
253
and Pratt (1962) as listed below:
where b denotes the width of the specimen along the transverse direction and h the 255 thickness.
256
It yields for the Young's modulus:
Our characterization work was based on Eq. 3. It should be noted that the beam 258 theory is simplistic and neglects the Poisson's effect. It relies on the assumption that 259 the material is homogeneous and isotropic. Moreover, the contact is assumed to be 260 perfect and invariant. Thus, the results given by Eq. 3 should be used with caution.
261
To ensure the validity of our measurements and correct them if necessary, a FE model 262 was elaborated and parametric simulations were performed, which will be addressed inclination from the plate surface) was put between the two outer supports (cylinders).
281
The view of the camera that was horizontally placed is presented in Fig. 7 . It should 282 be noted that due to the span of the support, the width of the mirror is smaller than that 283 of the plate. This leaded to a reduced view of the plate surface, but the area of interest, 284 i.e. the zone in uniform tension between the two punch rollers, could still be observed. The camera used in this study is a Phantom V710 one, which is adjustable in fre-286 quency and resolution, with one feature wanes when the other one waxes. The maxi-287 mum frequency at which the resolution allowed to clearly cover the mirror surface was 288 33,000Hz. In the present analysis, the frequency of the camera was fixed at 13,000Hz
289 to obtain images of good quality for further digital treatment which consisted of sub- 
[110] calculation by Eq. 3 is used.
383
The advantage for extracting a deflection interval rather than a force one is that the MCSi kind, the plate contained 49 grains (see Fig. 10 ), which is representative of a 402 real plate (see Fig. 2 ), when the twins are not considered. For RST kind, the plate contained 20 rectangular grains (see Fig. 11 ), which also corresponded to the typical 404 specimen (see Fig. 4 ). The simulations were performed with the same grain geom- con wafer when averaged as homogeneous and isotropic material is 166±5 GPa.
441
From full FE simulation, the equivalent Young's modulus is assessed as 163±2
442
GPa, which is in good agreement with experiments.
443
• Elasticity of RST plates
444
The experimental characterization gives as equivalent Young's modulus 172±4 • RST failure mode 467 1 Note that a video animation of the fracture of a MCSi plate during a tensile test is attached as supplementary material. The FE model has been build with Abaqus v6.13 using X-FEM, with C3D8R elements.
A small pre-crack is visible on the top left side of the plate, from where the main crack will initiate and propagate.
25
In the case where the grains are perpendicular to the tension direction, the cracks 
On the fracture origin
485
• MCSi failure source
486
As illustrated in Fig. 22 , the analysis of consecutive images enables the identifi- • RST failure source
501
The same process is used to identify the first crack created during the bending 502 tests with RST plates. An example is given in Fig. 25 , where the first crack 503 is framed in the right image. Here the punch rollers are parallel to the drawing 504 direction i.e. parallel to the grains (vertical).
505
One fractography showing the corresponding fracture facies is presented in Fig.   506 26. Once again, the tensile and compression sides of the wafer and the propa- For RST plates in which the drawing direction is perpendicular to the punch 520 rollers, the fracture facies is much more complicated. An example of fractogra-521 phy is presented in Fig. 30 , where the crack facies highlights unceasing changes 522 of the cleavage planes. The latter are of very small widths, typically in the order 523 of a few tens of µm. Therefore, no straight conclusion can be made here regard- The Weibull distributions plotted from our tested samples are shown in Fig. 31 , and 528 the corresponding parameters are listed in Table 2 . RST perp. and RST para. denote 529 the tensile stress direction perpendicular and parallel to the RST grains, respectively.
530
It has been noticed that the fracture initiates from the laser cut edge for MCSi plates 531 and RST plates with grains parallel to the punch rollers. Thus, the Weibull distribution 532 evaluates particularly the laser cutting induced defects. hold all a value of about 6. This reveals that the fracture may have the same origin for 537 the studied plates: defects due to manufacturing process especially edge laser cutting. perfect contact condition, and no Poisson's ratio effect.
533
544
In our study, the two kinds of silicon plates possess different micro-structures, with
545
RST kind owning a specific texture due to the manufacturing process. (see Fig. 9 ). This finding indicates that the crack initiates on one of the {111} planes. of the lowest energy planes in the neighboring grain to propagate further.
610
As mentioned in the introduction, the identification of the fracture origin in sili-
611
con PV plates has been investigated by Klute et al. (2014 The assessment of the thickness variation was performed with the optical micro- 
